Tennis Match Results  
Stevens Institute of Technolog vs Utica College  
Oct 01, 2017 at Utica College  
(Utica Tennis Courts)

Stevens Institute of Technolog 8, Utica College 1

**Singles competition**
1. Julia Earl (STEVENS) def. Sara Gribanoff (UTICA) 6-1, 6-1  
2. Isabella Calandra (STEVENS) def. Julianne Pieros (UTICA) 6-1, 6-1  
3. Lulu Zhang (UTICA) def. Chelsea Braithwaite (STEVENS) 7-6, 6-4  
4. Sydney Zoretic (STEVENS) def. Shannon Fillmore (UTICA) 6-2, 6-2  
5. Makenna Sargis (STEVENS) def. Madeline McIlney (UTICA) 6-0, 6-0  
6. Gabriella Tantillo (STEVENS) def. Christa Pham (UTICA) 6-0, 6-1

**Doubles competition**
1. Julia Earl/Isabella Calandra (STEVENS) def. Sara Gribanoff/Bianca Bockhaus (UTICA) 8-2  
2. Sydney Zoretic/Chelsea Braithwaite (STEVENS) def. Shannon Fillmore/Madeline McIlney (UTICA) 8-0  
3. Jill Hadwen/Joielin Gomez (STEVENS) def. Elma Selimovic/Rebecca Bruce (UTICA) 8-0

Match Notes:  
Stevens Institute of Technolog 7-1, 6-1 E8  
Utica College 3-7, 1-6 E8  
T-3 hours